Ms. Ward helps the students prepare for their rocket launch. They are taking the first steps to build their rockets.

#6thgradememories
#engagedstudents
Mr. DeRoss uses an interactive approach to the Envision Math Series. Students are watching a video and discussing strategies for addition.

#mathrules

#Envision
Ms. Wenrich uses flexible seating in her classroom. She knows how important it is to provide choices for the students. All students learn in different ways, and this is just one way that Ms. Wenrich is personalizing her learning.

#flexibleseating

#positivelearningenvironment
Mr. Lambert and Ms. Tarbert are showing students how learning can be fun. All smiles in this classroom.

#smilingfaces

#lovelearning
Ms. Rynn’s extension activity for #bethenicekid is the perfect display when you enter the room.

#Bethenicekid
#positivestudentwork
In Mr. DeRoss’ room, the students have already begun the writing process. On the second day of school, the students used Play Doh to create. Following this creation, the students wrote about their product. The writing pieces are displayed in the classroom.

#writingisfun

#handsonlearning
Ms. Dettling discusses friction with her class and then told them to create a hovercraft with certain supplies. Students have time to create and test their prototype. Many failures led to great discussion and not giving up.

#failingislearning
#STEAM
#ReMakeLearning
5th and 6th grade hallway shows their support for kindness with this active bulletin board.

*Remember there is no such thing as a small act of kindness. Every act creates a ripple with no logical end.*

- Scott Adams

#Craftonproud
#Bethenicekid
Ms. Meyers finds a way to motivate her students with her homeworkopoly board. They receive Meyers Money for completing their homework.

#connecthomeandschool

#motivatingminds
On September 11th, the staff and students showed their pride by wearing red, white, and blue. We also observed a moment of silence at 8:46, the time that flight 11 - the first plane- crashed into the north face of the north tower.

#9/11forever

#americapride
Students are enjoying visiting the book fair. Thank you to the wonderful parents who volunteered their time to ensure another successful book fair.

#ittakesavillage

#craftonparentsrule
PTA used their summer to freshen up the beautiful playgrounds. See the students enjoying the hard work of our parents.

#wholechild

#CraftonPTApride
1st graders learn about Vincent Van Gogh “Sunflowers”. Ms. Dzurenda works with each classroom to make their flower vases. The art pieces are displayed for each homeroom during Open House.

#STEAM

#craftonartists
Kindness is everywhere. It is in the students’ work and in the hallways of our school.

#Bethenicekid
#Carlyntonproud
6th graders at the Annual Rocket Launch

#Craftonrules

#STEAM

#4Cs